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Michelin’s new VF CargoXBib High Flotation trailer tyres offer the 

best level of soil protection and endurance 

Michelin is launching a new CargoXBib High Flotation trailer tyre, with four VF-rated sizes 

designed to keep soil compaction to an absolute minimum. 

The VF 650/55 R26.5, VF 600/55 R26.5, VF 710/50 R26.5 and VF 750/60 R30.5 utilise the latest 

Michelin Ultraflex Technology, increasing flexibility and, therefore, having even less impact on the 

soil than the existing CargoXBib High Flotation range. 

The tyres are also fully compatible with a Central Tyre Inflation System (CTIS), which supports 

reduced fuel consumption, improved agronomic performance and significantly improved self-

cleaning ability. 

Gordon Brookes, Customer Engineering Support Manager for Michelin’s agricultural division, says: 

“The new VF CargoXBib High Flotation is the reference point for low-pressure trailer tyres.  

“Thanks to the exclusive Michelin Ultraflex Technology casing, the tyres offer the best level of soil 

protection on the market and unequalled endurance.” 

Designed specifically for trailers, spreaders and slurry tankers, the new VF CargoXBib High 

Flotation tyre will replace the CargoXBib High Flotation tyres in the four equivalent sizes, enriching 

the existing range with VF (Very High Flexion) technology. 

The robust Michelin Ultraflex Technology casing allows for the greater flexibility in the new tyres. 

The VF rating sets new standards in the market, allowing the tyre to carry 40 per cent more load at 

the same pressure than a standard tyre. 

The VF CargoXBib High Flotation footprint area is 23 per cent larger than that of its predecessor 

which, when combined with its ability to run at very low pressures, helps to preserve the soil. 

The flat tread and wide footprint of the tyre provide even contact pressure distribution to minimise 

rutting, while its solid round shoulders offer greater wear resistance and enable easier turning and 

less scrub when working on grass. Michelin has also incorporated a continuous central rib with 

multi-angle tread blocks to reduce rolling resistance and ensure excellent directional stability and 

impressive grip on side slopes. 

The new tyres will be launched onto both the original equipment and replacement markets in July 

2019. 

For more information about the range of Michelin farm tyres available visit 

http://agricultural.michelin.co.uk or tweet @MichelinAgriUK.  
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Michelin, the leading tyre company, is dedicated to enhancing its clients’ mobility, 
sustainably; designing and distributing the most suitable tyres, services and solutions for 
its clients’ needs; providing digital services, maps and guides to help enrich trips and 

travels and make them unique experiences; and developing high-technology materials that 
serve the mobility industry. Headquartered in Clermont-Ferrand, France, Michelin is present 

in 171 countries, has more than 114,000 employees and operates 70 production facilities in 
17 countries which together produced around 190 million tyres in 2017. (www.michelin.com) 
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For further press information please contact: 

David Johnson, Michelin Press Office 

Tel: + 44 (0) 1782 402341 Email: d.johnson@michelin.com 

Dan Jones or James Keeler, Garnett Keeler PR, Inver House, 37-39 Pound Street,  

Carshalton, Surrey, SM5 3PG 

Tel: +44 (0)20 8647 4467   E-mail: dan.jones@garnettkeeler.com / james.keeler@garnettkeeler.com 
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